TSPC Elluminate Conference
August 19, 2010

Attendance:
FAMU: Saiyed Ahmad
FAU: Teresa Abaid, Maria Berenbaum, Helen Laurence
FCLA: Daniel Cromwell, Mary Ann O’Daniel, Jean Phillips
FSU: Annie Glerum, Tamara Weatherholt, Amy Weiss, Ruth Ziegler
FSU‐L: Pat Bingham‐Harper
FSU‐M: Sarah Cohen
NCF: Tom Tharrington
UCF: Kim Montgomery
UF: Cathy Martyniak, Jimmie Lundgren, Betsy Simpson, Priscilla Williams
UF‐L: Suzy Potter
UNF: Jeff Bowen, Susan Massey, Vicki Stanton
USF: Susan Heron
USF‐H: Allison Howard
UWF: Esmer Brown, Debbie Sanders

Minutes of July 8, 2010 were approved.

Course Reserve for Statewide Collection Materials (Cathy):
 Draft proposal submitted by Cathy Martyniak. Two points of discussion: in the
instance of second borrowing of an item for reserves at one institution,
purchase is suggested. Should an out‐of‐print item be scanned instead of
repeated borrowing? What about multiple borrowings years apart? (e.g. a
professor teaches a class every third year and wants the same item on reserve
each time.) Second point: although a scanned article from a bound periodical is
preferred, may bound periodicals be borrowed if that is what the patron
prefers? Cathy will take these concerns back to the committees working on this
project. Approval given to the draft proposal with the TSPC’s comments
included.
 A volunteer with cataloging experience (not from UF or FSU) is needed on the
Storage Cataloging and Discovery Advisory Group. Contact Cathy with questions
or to express interest.

New Vice‐Chairman for 2011/Chairman for 2012:


Jeff Bowen was nominated and chosen by acclamation. He has agreed to serve
as Vice Chair for 2011 with Betsy Simpson as Chair, and as Chair for 2012.

FCLA Report:
 Mary Ann: The exchange of Solr for Endeca has occurred and is working. Minor
glitches are being addressed. UBorrow report will go to CSUL for approval to
proceed. There is a question of whether ALEPH ILL or ILLiad will be used for
the back end system. Single bib project merge specs are being fine‐tuned.
 Daniel: FSU’s OCLC reclamation project is continuing. OCLC has completed the
matching process, and FCLA is reviewing some unresolved records for possible
re‐matching. Post‐reclamation clean‐up projects to follow.
 Jean: urges other libraries to get into the queue for the OCLC reclamation
project. CSUL wants this to be accomplished, and the service is free at the
present time.
 Mary Ann: Updates on authorities: backlog of LCA10 weekly updates continues
to be loaded; subject & series projected to be caught up Oct. 2010; names
projected to be caught up April 2011.
 Jean: Legislative update: debate about database access for high school students
continues with no resolution. New discovery tools (e.g. Primo Central,
Summon) are being discussed. Their possible impact on Single Bib and
UBorrow needs to be investigated.

Shared Bib Pilot Project Report (Amy):




The Committee is looking at the tag table to understand how records will display,
and the readability of those records.
There will be a conference call with Special Collections catalogers for feedback
on preserving data unique to items in Special Collections.
Multiple clean‐up projects based on reports from FCLA are being completed.

TSPC Report to CSUL (Amy):




There are two action items for CSUL: Approval of Jeff Bowen as incoming Vice
Chair, and approval of the updated action plan.
Discussion of the current draft of the action plan: it was agreed to remove
points 1.5 and 1.7, and to change the language of 3.8 to read “pending other
projects.”
It was also agreed to add the Single Bib Pilot Project to “Information Items.”

260 Field Clean‐up (Betsy):
 It would be possible for FCLA to do a system‐wide correction of obsolete
indicators.
 Approval given.

520 Dissertation Note Question (Priscilla):
 Would a formatted note provide consistency for the future? Potential benefit
and maintenance issues remain unclear.
 The suggestion will be returned to the Authorities Subcommittee for possible
revision.

MARC Standards Task Force Report (Sarah):







Changes previously suggested by the TSPC have been incorporated.
Issues regarding series tracing will be referred to the Authorities Subcommittee.
Much discussion within the committee regarding catalog maintenance when an
item is held by multiple libraries. TSPC feedback on Sec. 10‐13 is solicited.
Discussion: Redundancies need to edited; NLM should be added to D.1; Issues
concerning batch loading of vendor records need to be addressed; Issues
regarding corrections to vendor records need to be addressed; Section
numbering needs to be corrected.
Resolution: although this document has been much improved, the TSPC would
like to see further revisions before granting final approval.

Liaison and Subcommittee Reports:






TSPC/OPAC Liaison (Jimmie): Report attached. No discussion.
CPC: No report.
Acquisitions Subcommittee (Vicki): Report attached. Not all participated in
Object Code Project. Some libraries had their own system in use, and others
don’t use object codes at all.
Authorities Subcommittee (Priscilla): Report attached. No discussion.
Metadata Subcommittee: (Kim): Report attached. Wiki is currently being used
as a brainstorming tool. More detailed comments will be made to the TSPC in
the future.

Next Meeting: Sept. 9, 2010.
Meeting adjourned by Amy Weiss at 3:38 pm.
Minutes submitted by Patricia Bingham‐Harper

